EXTRA CHARGES LIST
PREPAID RATES INFORMATION
In case any modification
Within 24h to rent the car date you can modify yor booking with an extra cost to the renter (19,96€).
The booking’s rate after any modification will be the current rate on the modification`s date.
No refund of the amount already paid / prepaid will be made in the event of a price difference

In case of cancellation
The reservation can be canceled before the start of the rental by email, through the MAAS Rent a Car
website or in person at the MAAS Rent a Car offices. Cancellations are allowed up to 72 hours
before the vehicle pick-up time, in otherwise case 9.99€ will be deducted as a penalty. Cancellations can
be directed to our email: booking@maasrentacar.com and through our contact phone number: 93 249 20 64

No Show

By not picking up the vehicle at the agreed time, the amount that had been paid in advance will be retained

Driver´s age conditions

In MAAS Rent a Car driving is allowed from 24 years of age. Drivers between the ages of 21 and 24 are
charged an additional charge of € 9 for 1 day, with a maximum of 90€ per contract

One way rentals

It is not allowed to return any vehicle of the MAAS Rent a Car fleet in a country other than Spain. It is
allowed, with the authorization of MAAS Rent a Car, the return of any vehicle from the fleet of MAAS
Rent a Car in any of our branches within the territory of Spain. See additional conditions and charges..
Delivery and pick up service at working hour and off the working hours

This delivery / pick-up service is available upon request at your MAAS Rent a Car office. For rates at
destinations not listed in the table below, please contact us.
.
City
Barberà del Vallès
Sabadell
Sant cugat
Rubí
Ripollet

Rate trip
29,99 €
29,99 €
29,99€
29,99€
29,99€

Esplugues
Barcelona ciudad
Martorell
Terrassa
Granollers
Igualada
Manresa

Accessories
Baby seat(0-13kg)
Child seat(9-18kg/15/36kg)
Booster Seat (15/36kg)
Snow Chains
Ski rack
Navigator

35€
29,99€
39,99 €
39,99 €
39,99 €
49,99€
49,99€

Daily rate
5,99€
5,99€
5,99€
29,99€
24,00€
7€

Maximum per booking
59,99€
59,99€
59,99€
Unique Rate
Unique Rate
70€

Extras

Lost and broken Accessories
Key car
Car pieces
Instruccions Manual
Emergency triangles
Refletive waiscost
Car documents
Navigation system
SNav. Support
SNav. Cable or USB
Baby/child/booster Seat
Snow chains
Ski rack
Advertising Labeling system
publicidad/desrotular
Burned
upholstery
Broken upholstery
Punture (replace tyre is not necessary)
Replace tyre
Loss or broken antenna
General damages on the vehicle

Compensation/€
Depends on official trade mark
Depends on official trade mark
Depends on official trade mark
15€
15€
10€
Depends on official trade mark
15€
15€
Whole Rate
29,99€
49,99€
30€
500€
500€
24,99€
Depends on official trade mark
Depends on official trade mark
Expert`s report needed

Extra dirver
Second driver is included in the contract with MAAS Rent a Car, no extra charge. If a third driver is required , this has a
daily extra cost of 9€, highest extra cost rate per contract is 90€.
Fuel tank
It is a must for the renter to bring back the fuel tank at the same level that this was delivered , it the level fuel tank is not right
at the check-in, the renter will have to pay an refuel extra charge, and the fuel cost to fill up the tank.
If the renter gets a fine, he will have to pay an extra cost of 30€ for every fine on reference to manage it in front of the authorities ,

Replac emt vehicle Extra charge d u e t o n e g l i c e n c e

If the renter needs a substitution car during the rental period specified in the current contract, he will have to pay the
current rate specified on the contract and the extra cost due to the new provided car.

Roadside assistance extra charge

If the roadside assistance is motivated by mechanical failure not attributable to negligent action by the renter,
regardless of the contracting or not of coverage according to clause G of the General Rental Conditions,
the renter does not will assume any cost for the roadside assistance service.
Protection covers
Vehícules
Sort of covers
Tyre and windscreen
TOTAL RELAX

Daily rate
5€
20,00 €

Highest rate per contract
150 €
450 €

Sort of cover
Tyre and windscreen
TOTAL RELAX

Vans and Minivans
Daily rate
5€
25 €

Highest rate per contract
150 €
450 €

IVA

21%

TAX inclusive at all the current rate.

The prices and conditions agreed with corporate clients that have signed a commercial agreement with
MAAS Rent a Car will prevail over those expressed in this document

.

